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past the electric

the tray of work she had inserted.

She
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eyes to
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two pusher bars came down on her hand, injuring
deposition,

she

the lever down to

all the buttons on the back of the machine,

still did not start.
machine

trying to

She looked at the front of

around to the back of the machine,

went to the electrical

by pusher bars

eyes.

When she arrived at Building

turn it on.

belt into an acid

her.
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sold to GE in the summer of 1982.
the etch machine,

it contained
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injury was

At the time of its delivery

mechanical

"limit switches."

of
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The limit switches were actually
on them, with the rollers designed
of trays inserted

extended

arms with rollers

to make contact with the sides

into the machine.

When the extended

arms

sensed contact with the sides of the trays, the switch activated
the machine

to lower its internal

cycle. Stefan deposition,
installed
because

and operating,

activate

at 20-21.

contact

the machine.

problems
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switches

began its

Once the etch machine
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trays would migrate

would not always

gate and the machine

was

with the machine

from side to side and

on both sides as necessary

Stefan deposition

to
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at 13.
Owing to these problems,
maintenance
machine

department

and installed

Skan-A-Matic.
"the electric
housing
However,

removed

an electrician

from GE's

the limit switches

two pairs of photoelectric

Choon deposition,

at 15, 23, 77.

from the
eyes supplied

Choon testified

eyes might have been a little less stable"

than the previous

limit switches.

in their

Id., at 38, 84.

he had "no idea why <a tray of work stopped between

photoelectric

eyes on the date of the Plaintiff's

than it may have been slightly

cocked or whatever.

why it stopped where it stopped."

by
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two
other

I don't know

Choon identified
operation
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of the electric

eyes.1

which could affect the

First, the dust could gather on

1 Choon identified four scenerios, two of which could be
ruled out because the eyes were checked after the accident and
found to be operational.
The other scenerios were (3) lack of
alignment of the pairs of eyes, and (4) that the module had
burned out.
See Choon deposition, at 95-97.
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